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Revisions  
   

See 

Version Details Page 

5.0 Major changes. 12 

4.4 fdpDuty Interface. Forward Plan duty records posted to FTL management 
system. Associated Reports file lists anomalies for manual intervention. 

8 

4.3 Flight Number changed to non-contiguous system. Available in the range 1-999.  - 

4.2 opTags introduced. ‘Crew Roster’ legend replaces ‘A/C Crew Avail’ 2, 8 

4.1 ATSregister renamed FlightRegister. Excel 2007 compatibility installed. 7, 9 

4.0 Pilot & Aircraft Alerts interfaced with new pilots database.  - 

3.8 Housekeeping, maintenance and repair functions improved. - 

3.6 1  Software revised so that the ATS numbers available is updated correctly 
2  Bug fixed:  When closing the system down from another module the ‘Save to 
Back-Up file’ logic was producing the non-fatal Error 1004.  
3  ’Import Data’ is extended to cover acData and backupFile parameters.  

- 

3.4 Coding changes to Fix bug during Excel 2007 file management procedures. 3 

3.3 Date matrix automatically expanded every time data is used to 
circumvent 'Matrix insufficient' messages.  

12 

 Dataset files now stored as .dat instead of .xls.  
A small conversion file (xls2dat.bat) distributed to automate changeover 

15 
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(for information on enabling macros within Excel see MGA-install) 
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Schedule screen Date matrix against a Rolling calendar 
Includes Aircraft and Crew validity alerts and Crew Roster data.  
 
Flight Register screen lists Tasks listed by flight number  
 
dayPlans screen displays Date-blocks of aircraft & crew 
 
SetUp screen - Program parameters and user preferences. 
 
Changes incorporated in version5.x 
 
FAQs for schedule users  
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To write or edit schedule (or ‘task’) data you can use the Schedule, FlightRegister or dayPlans 
screens but it is recommended to use the Schedule screen to write comprehensive details (begin 
by double-clicking on an aircraft-date intersection).  
The FlightRegister screen is useful for quickly allocating a task (without completing all sector 
details), and is also the screen to use when changing the aircraft allocated to a task or deleting a 
task from the database. 
 

Note: Schedule requires the aga file to select airports when nominating a route. 
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Schedule screen: 
 
The schedule screen displays the status of the company assets for up to 6 aircraft, 
nominated into 4 opTypes (operational types). Information is displayed on a rolling 
calendar which presents the operability status for any given day together with the current 
tasking landscape..  
Version 4.2:   The group of 4 columns formerly labelled ‘A/C Crew Avail’ are labelled ‘Crew Roster’ 

 

Click ‘Scroll’ to position today’s date about half way down the display area. Use the 
scroll bars / arrow keys to navigate to other dates. 

Schedule columns are from left, Date and weekday, followed by 4 ‘Crew Roster’ 
columns for each opType (ie. how many crew sets for that aircraft type have been 
rostered for the day’s duty). 

The Notes column may be used for storing plain language operational information (note 
this column is the only directly user-editable area on the schedule screen). 

 
 

Click the Excel Tab at screen bottom to select the screen required. 
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Schedule screen cont: 
 
Aircraft Availability 
 

 
Sitting above the aircraft columns there is a panel labelled ‘AIRCRAFT AVAILABILTY.’ This 
provides the means to mark a day or spread of days when for example, an aircraft is 
unavailable due to maintenance. 
 
Select a day (or block of days) for an aircraft, and then click the ‘AIRCRAFT AVAILABILTY’ 
panel to obtain the form which allows the block to be colour coded, and a comment to be 
placed in the last row. 
To clear any previously applied formatting and comment, click the checkbox marked ‘Clear 
Record.’  

Tip: The text and colours for these options are user-definable on the SetUp screen. 

Aircraft availability colour codes are defined on the SetUp screen. 

Alerts 
 
At screen right are the Alerts columns: The latest Aircraft and Flight Crew Alerts are 
populated on boot-up from the fleet and pilots modules (or on command from the Housekeeping 
dropdown). A textual note indicates the details of upcoming licence or validity expiry dates. A 
red vertical line indicates a validity that has already expired. Follow the line up to the expiry date 
to read the relevant details (in red). 
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Schedule screen cont: 

 
Double-Click at an aircraft-date intersection to create or update a Day Plan.  
 
If no DayPlan exists, the Flight Numbers Dialog will 
present a list of the next 20 flight numbers available. 
Select a number and click Okay to go to the Day Plan 
Edit dialog. (see section on Day Plans)   
 
The ‘Custom Flight Ref:’ box at the bottom of the Flight 
Numbers Dialog is to enable the user to specify a ‘Flight 
Ref’ – a non-numeric identifier. Note that a ‘Flight Ref’ 
need not be unique, so that it is possible to have multiple 
trips referenced under a common identifier, eg. aircraft 
registration or other identifier as required.  
 
The dialog will not allow a duplicated numeric Flight 
Number to be chosen but a duplicated Flight Ref attracts 
a warning only and the logic does not stop the user going 
ahead.  

 
 
Housekeeping options 
 

Print Schedule: 
Print 7 weeks of schedule info from a specific date (default is previous Monday) 
Get Alerts 
Re-populate the Alerts columns with recency data 
imported from fleet and pilots modules.  
Archive old data  
Clear aged schedule data to a backup file. The 
default criteria for archive recency is as per Matrix 
Forward (default=13 weeks) BEFORE current date. 
Orphan Flight Numbers 
Run a check for unmatched records. 
fdpDuty Records  (v4.4) 
a quick link to the fdpDuty FTL maintenance 
program.  
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DayPlan dialog 

 
Note the Day Plan dialog (below) is not to be confused with the dayPlans screen (see next page). 

 
 

Day Plan dialog: 

 
The Day Plan dialog is accessed by either double-clicking an aircraft/day combination on the Schedule 
screen or else by clicking edit on the dayPlans screen with the cursor on the target day.  

 
Use Day Plan dialog to set the tasking details for the aircraft / day.  
Note that the times arranged from left to right, begin with on duty report time and end with off duty time. 
(This is for the interface with fdp-duty). Be aware also that airports may be defined by ICAO code or IATA 
code. You can use the enter key to transit between input boxes, or Esc to exit the dialog.  

 
TIMES are in the order 
(Left to right):- 
 
ON DUTY Time, 
First Departure time, 
First Arrival time, 
2nd Departure time, 
2nd Arrival time etc... 
 
Finally… 
OFF DUTY time. 

  
To Enter Airport,  
Type or select the 
required ICAO code 
from the drop-down.  
 
OR  
 
Type in 3 digit IATA 
code eg: ‘RKT’ 
(Tip: use delete key if 
program tries to auto-
complete an ICAO 
code)  
 

Clicking OK will make an entry for the flight number on the FlightRegister screen with an IATA code 
summary of the routeing in the format (eg)        ’RKT > DOH > ODS > RKT’ 
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dayPlans screen 

 

The dayPlans screen is used to display of listing of tasks forward from a selected date, for a 
selected aircraft. The Toggle Codes button will toggle the display between ICAO and IATA 
codes. Note that Airports which are NOT listed as Category A for the aircraft concerned are 
displayed in red (as above); This alerts operations staff that a briefing must be planned for.  
 
(The number of forward days displayed is selectable at screen top) 
 

 

  
  
  
  
  
  
After a new selection is made and before the GO button is clicked, the date and a/c reg will 
be crossed out above to indicate that the listing is not yet refreshed. 
 

The dayPlans screen is driven by a non-contiguous database (dayRecs). Each record is referenced by a unique 
day-aircraft key eg: ‘20071101 G-JETO’ (8 digit dates, followed by A/C reg). 
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FlightRegister screen 
 
The FlightRegister screen provides a listing of tasks which is presented in the default flight 
number order, or else by date, status, client, a/c reg.  
 
 
 
Note that ‘Date In’  
is only presented  
if different to ‘Date 
Out’. 

 
The Flight Numbers presented on the Register screen are the ‘lead’ Flight Numbers 
assigned to a task.  
 
Flight Numbers assigned to each sector are displayed under ‘Sector 
Flight Numbers’ at the right of the Flight Register listing. Individual sector 
“Flight Numbers” can have an optional Suffix.  
 
 

 
The software allows tasks to be quickly written to the FlightRegister, with Date, Aircraft, 
Customer, Crew and routeing details, but full sector data (airports, times etc) must be written 
using the Day Plan Edit dialog (press the blue Edit button). 

 
 
To change the date or the allocated aircraft for a task: 
  
A change of date is effected by changing the ‘Date Out’; A change of aircraft by making a 
different selection at the drop-down. Click ‘Save Changes’ from the Housekeeping drop-
down (while the cursor is on the appropriate row) to update the record on the Schedule 
screen. The change is reflected by the Flight Number being removed from the previous date 
/ aircraft intersection, and transferred to the new position.  
 
Note that when changing a Date Out on Flight Register, delete the Date In (or else make it 
the same as Date Out), otherwise ‘Save Changes’ will not work. 
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FlightRegister screen cont. 
 
Housekeeping drop-down options 

 
Sort   by Flight Number, Date OUT, Status, Client or A/C Reg. 

Note: sorting to Flight Number order also forces a renumber and re-
count of the Register 

 

Save Changes  Saves the record at the current cursor position. 

This updates the Schedule screen also. If Date or A/C Reg has 
been changed, the logic will alert before making changes.  
If the task is dated current date or later, the logic will prompt to 
‘Allocate Crew duty data’ to the fdpDuty system. 
(see Fdp duty data interface – next page)  
 

Write New   Create a new Schedule task. (The Flight Number 

dialog will appear with a list of lead Flight Numbers available).  

 
Check Flight Register  
This option cycles through two housekeeping functions:  
1 Check History first? (Yes/No/Cancel)   
Click Yes to check / set the Status of historical records (ie those before current date).  
If Status is ‘booked’ the prompt  is to change it to ‘Flown’ (Yes/No)  
If No then option is to change it to ‘Cancelled’ 
If already ‘Cancelled’ the option is to change it to ‘Deleted’  
2 Update Schedule from today? (OK/Cancel)  
Click OK to update the schedule screen with all data forward of current date. 
 

Check Day Recs  Follow the on screen prompts for the program to tidy the database and attempt to 

resolve flight number anomalies. The prompts are:  
1 Refresh DayRecs and linked flight numbers on FlightRegister (Yes/No).  
2 Check and report date/flight number mismatches (OK/Cancel) 
 

Hide/unhide  Hide or see columns to the right containing FlightRegister support information.  
 

Flight Register Repair  This process first repairs the drop-downs in columns C & F, and the counters 

in column W. It then cycles to the prompt ‘Reconstitute Sector Flight Numbers from dayRecs’.  
 
 
 
Flight Register Utilities  
‘Check Day Recs’ and ‘Flight Register Repair’ are utilities which can be used periodically to re-
affirm lists, counters and/or formatting. 
 
The Check Day Recs routine is used to repopulate the dayRec references on Flight Register. The 
logic will prompt with any Flight Number discrepancies which need user intervention. A note 
should be made of these so they can be individually checked later.  
 
The Flight Register Repair routine first quickly restores counters and formatting and then cycles 
to a prompt:  ’Reconstitute Sector Flight Numbers from dayRecs’. (Note this process might take 
some time to complete). It is recommended to run 'Check Day Recs'  and a full ‘Flight Register 
Repair’ (Including Reconstitute sector Flight Numbers) whenever data has been imported. It 
should not be needed at other times. 
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fdpDuty data Interface (v4.4) 

 
Duty data interface 
 
Schedule version 4.4 inroduces the mechanism for writing fdpDuty data for the selected crew members. 
(Note this only operates in Forward Plan mode, if the date being edited is the current date or later).  At 
save time, the logic will interrogate and update crew duty records for the selected crew. The user is 
prompted with ‘Allocate Crew duty data for MGA123’ (where MGA123 is the lead flight number). Clicking 
Yes commands checks which may result in the following prompts, each with the option to continue or 
abandon updating duty data for that crew member: 
 ‘ZZ not listed as Rostered, Available or Standby’  
 ‘ZZ listed as….  X-Company / Course / Office / Leave’ 
 ‘ZZ already has duty data’  (if the ON Duty column for the day has a valid number) 
If the save is continued past any of these prompts, a notice is posted to the reports file (reports.xls). 
The reports screen of reports.xls lists postings like this:  

 
No Date Origin Ref Details 

1 03-May-10 19:04:37 schedule44.xls editing FLJ911 08-May-10  ALT not listed as Rostered, Available or Standby 

2 03-May-10 19:04:42 schedule44.xls editing FLJ915 08-May-10  ZZ not listed as Rostered, Available or Standby 

3 03-May-10 19:04:45 schedule44.xls editing FLJ920 08-May-10  ZZ already has duty data 

4 03-May-10 19:35:29 schedule44.xls editing FLJ921 16-Apr-10  CC not listed as Rostered, Available or Standby 

5 03-May-10 19:35:31 schedule44.xls editing FLJ922 16-Apr-10  SUT not listed as Rostered, Available or Standby 

     

 

At the end of the save process, regardless of whether report s are posted to reports.xls, a prompt will 
summarise the updates made eg:    ‘Crew duty records updated for:  ZZ  DOM  CC’ 
Be aware that fdpDuty data copied across from schedule will not be visible in fdpDuty until the target 
crew member is loaded in. Note the ‘Load Data’ option in fdpDuty defaults to current ident making it 
easy to refresh current data.  

 
 
Important notes: 
Schedule Date can only be changed on the Flight Register screen.  
Schedule Crew can only be changed using the Day Plan dialog. (Changing crew on the Flight Register 
screen has no effect). 
When a change of crew or date is interpreted the logic will clear down previous duty allocations by 
setting the ON duty flag to OFF, unless the roster tags ‘Rostered’, ‘Available’ or ‘Standby’ are present, in 
which case the flag field will be blank.  
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SetUp screen 

  

The SetUp screen allows you to set program parameters and customise the schedule program 
according to your preferences:  
 
Colour codes for Aircraft Availability. 
Colour codes for FlightRegister task status.  
 
Load Alerts on StartUp: default= No 
New Day Plan defaults to:  default= booked 
Matrix Forward weeks: default= 52  
Expand or contract the calendar date Matrix of schedule. (Change activated on NEXT startup). 
 
Excel file Spec:   default= .xls (XL pre-2007) 
BackUp Filename:   Specify a filename here to create a backup on exit. 
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SetUp screen cont. 
 
Import Data 
Note the Import Data button is used after a software update has been installed. Click this to 
import data from your previous version into this module. Also when an update has been 
implemented, the linked file list should be checked and changed as necessary.  
 
acData panel 
The a/c regs written to the acData panel control the Aircraft Availability column headers on the 
Schedule screen. Once set, these should not be changed. On the DayPlans screen, the 
acData panel list is consulted when an aircraft reg is selected and the value in the ‘ICAO’ 
column is displayed under the reg. This enables the system to read the correct ICAO Category 
code column in the airports directory. 
 
opTags:    

Use opTags to label the Crew Roster columns on the schedule screen.  
This enables the schedule module to receive Aircraft Operable data from the Roster module. 
 
 
Version 4.4 changes: 
 
‘Display Headers’ and ‘Full Screen’ mode  
schedule44  introduces two features to maximize the screen area available to the program 
(Display Headers and Full Screen). Both these are switchable according to user preferences:  
The parameter ‘Display headers’ (0/1) is added to the SetUp screen   
‘Headers’ are the row and column labels – the letters and numbers that Excel displays to 
reference cells. ‘Display Headers’ defaults to ‘1’ and when switched to ‘0’ it switches off the row 
and column headers on ALL screens within the current program. 
The ‘Full Screen’ button can be found at the top of schedule and dayPlans screens. Clicking 
once toggles full screen mode on or off. Note that this impacts GLOBALLY across ALL Excel 
files currently being worked. To cancel Full Screen at any time you can use Excels’ menu 
function: ‘View’ and from the drop-down click ‘Full Screen’ (in Excel 2007, hit 'Esc').  
Used together, these features remove Excel menus and increases screen area and program 
readability.  
 
Schedule screen 
Housekeeping drop-down: 
‘Matrix Forward’ has been moved to the SetUp screen. 
‘fdpDuty Records’ provides a quick link to the fdpDuty FTL maintenance program 
  
SetUp screen 
A link to the Reports File is added   
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Schedule50 
 
Changes incorporated in schedule v5.x 
 
Overview: 
 
Schedule v4.4 introduced an FTL data interface so that when editing trip details, schedule writes duty data to 
the fdpDuty system for each member of the allocated crew (providing he/she has been rostered). The duty 
data written is flagged ‘<Fwd>’ (Forward Duty) to show that the data is projected, not actual.  
 
Schedule50 interfaces with the revised FTL data file layout introduced in fdpDuty50. Before scheduling crew 
within the updated system, cycle crew members through fdpDuty (Load, Save). This will convert the files to the 
new format.    

 
The latest versions of the schedule also incorporate two user parameters to maxmimize the screen area 
available to the program – ‘Display Headers’ and ‘Full Screen’. Used together, these features remove all Excel 
identity from the program experience and increase screen area and program readability. 

 

dayPlan Dialog  

 
The dayPlan dialog (or overlay) is the primary data input source for the schedule system. All info written to the dayPlan 

dialog is saved to the dayRecs database (see below). The dialog  is called from a date/aircraft intersection on the schedule 
date matrix, or else by clicking the ‘Edit’ button on Flight Register and Day Plans screens. A crew change can be made 

from the dialog, but change of Day or Aircraft must be made from the Flight Register screen.  

 

 
 

dayRecs screen – (normally hidden, this is the primary data source for schedule)  

dayRecs carries all sector data and is used by FlightDocs. The key corresponds to Schedule day/aircraft intersections. 
(The dayRecs screen is accessed from a button on the SetUp screen. It is hidden whenever the program is saved). 
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Schedule50 
 

Flight Register screen – (secondary data source). 
 
Flight Register is no longer a stand-alone data source but in version 5x it is totally tied to the dayRecs database. The 
dayRec field provides positive confirmation of this and a 'Chk' flag alongside alerts any mismatch. FlightRegister has two 
data items not represented on dayRecs: Date IN (not implemented), and Status (used on the Register). From this screen it 
is possible to Delete a record, Change the Day or the Aircraft, but not the crew. Crew changes are only available from the 
edit dialog.  
The sequential number on the left now represents the order in which tasks are raised.  
Sort options are now: 1 Flight Number  2 Date  3  Status  4 A/C Reg, 5 Sequential Ref Number  (replaces Client). 
 

 
 

 
Behind the scenes 
 
Schedule v49 allocates and de-allocates crew during the creation or editing of a trip or subsequent changing of Date or 

Crew.  Note that Date and aircraft are changed via the Flight Register screen and Crew is changed via the edit dialog. 
Although substantially same the in operation, v49 has big changes behind the scenes. In particular, the Flight Register 
screen is no longer a data source for any item except the status flag. The Flight Register maintains a list of all dayRecs 
and can be thought of as the users portal on the dayRecs database. A check flag indicates the validity of the dayRec 
assignation, and edit is not allowed on any record that is mismatched. Available Flight Numbers are derived from the 
dayRecs database, not the Register as previous. These changes make v49 more robust. 
 

 
FTL folder 
This is now assigned from the company.ini file, 
negating the need for schedule to consult 
fdpDuty.  
Without using company.ini, the folder may be set 
manually on the SetUp screen (above the pid 
List).  

 

 
 
 
 

H24snapshot 
v49 has a parameter setting to automate the creation of an H24 snapshot on shutdown.  
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Schedule50 
 
 

schedule43 / 44 – release May 2010 
 
Flight Numbers  
A “Flight Number” in shedule43 is composed of a Prefix, a Value and an optional Suffix.  
Raw or ‘Lead’ Flight Numbers are those without a suffix, and it is these which are presented as options when 
a new trip is first called up.  
The Flight Register screen lists Lead Flight numbers at the left with the actual Flight Numbers assigned to 
each sector displayed under ‘Sector Flight Numbers’ on the right. Schedule43 will allow a new entry to be 
quickly written to the Flight Register, with Date, Aircraft, Customer, Crew and routeing details but full sector 
data (airports, times etc) must be written using the Day Plan dialog (press the blue Edit button).  
 
Note that the Flight Numbers used on trip sectors can differ from the Lead number chosen:  
For the first sector, the lead number is the default, and lead number plus a suffix is acceptable. Subsequent 
sectors can have a different number value (with or without a suffix) provided the number is available for use.  
The rule is the FIRST sector MUST have the SAME value as the Lead number (although it can have a suffix), 
and for successive sectors, the value chosen is checked for availability and discarded if already in use. At 
save time, the Flight Numbers specified for each Sector are saved to the Flight Register screen under ‘Sector 
Flight Numbers’. (Availability logic checks these entries for availability)  
 
Flight Register screen 

 
The Flight Register screen of schedule does not list Flight Numbers contiguously, but only those numbers in 
use within the system. Schedule caters for numbers between 1 and 9999.  
 

Housekeeping drop-down 
‘Check Day Recs’ and ‘Flight Register Repair’ are utilities available from the Housekeeping drop-down of 
FlightRegister, and can be used periodically to re-affirm lists, counters and/or formatting 
 
The Check Day Recs routuine is used to repopulate the dayRec references on Flight Register. The logic will 
prompt with any Flight Number discrepancies which need user intervention. A note should be made of these 
so they can be individually checked later.  
The Flight Register Repair routine first quickly restores counters and formatting and then cycles to a prompt:   
’Reconstitute Sector Flight Numbers from dayRecs and prompt for entries with zero sectors’. (Note this 
process might take some time to complete).   
It is recommended to run 'Check Day Recs'  and a full ‘Flight Register Repair’ (Including Reconstitute sector 
Flight Numbers) whenever data has been imported. It should not be needed at other times. 
 
To change date or aircraft:  
A change of date is effected by changing the ‘Date Out’, an aircraft by making a different selection at the drop-
down. Click ‘Save Changes’ from the Housekeeping drop-down (while the cursor is on the appropriate row) to 
update the record on the Schedule screen. The change is reflected by the Flight Number being removed from 
the previous date / aircraft intersection, and transferred to the new position.  
Note that when changing a Date Out on Flight Register, delete the Date In (or else make it the same as Date 
Out), otherwise ‘Save Changes’ will not work.  
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Schedule50 
 
Flight Register screen 
Note that if there is no entry in the dayRecs column (if this column is not visible, click 'hide/unHide' from 
Housekeeping drop-down), then click the blue Edit button to call up the DayPlan dialog, followed by 'OK' to 
Save. This writes sector Flight Numbers plus the dayRec reference to the Flight Register.  
If no DayRec reference exists on Flight Register, that means that the record is not yet fully created (it is 
probably a ‘quickie’ created on the Register screen). The dayPlans screen can only list records which have 
dayRecs behind them, so the Flight Register screen gives a solid indication of which ones those are.  
Note that sorting to Flight Number order also forces a renumber and re-count of the Register. 
 
 
DayPlans screen 
When the logic has finished painting the dayPlans list, it enters the 'Toggle Codes' routine to change the ICAO 
codes (which it picks up from the dayRecs database) into IATA codes (which it gets from its onboard agaList). 
If the agaList is not loaded (eg. because the program couldn't find the aga file on startup) the logic will report: 
'!Airports Directory not loaded!' To correct the problem, make sure your airports file is correctly referenced on 
the SetUp screen. The agaList is loaded automnatically when schedule is started.  
Note that the parameter ‘Display dayPlans’ is no longer on SetUp, but at the top of the dayPlans screen. 
 
 
 
Flight Number dialog 
schedule44 will accept a non-numeric ‘Flight Reference’ instead of the Flight Number with its embedded 
numeric identity. The big difference with the Flight Ref is that it need not be unique, so that it is possible to 
have multiple trips referenced under a common identifier, such as the aircraft reg.   
The Flight Number dialog has a box lablelled ‘Custom Flight Ref:’ below the list of available Flight Numbers to 
enable the user to specify a Flight Ref. The dialog does not allow a duplicated numeric (or 'normal') Flight 
Number to be chosen but a duplicated Flight Ref attracts a warning only and the logic does not stop the user 
going ahead. Be aware that with any duplicated Flight Ref, multiple saves of the same record will cause 
duplicate copies on Flight Register (although not on the master dayRecs database). 
 
 
SetUp screen 
A link to the Reports File is added   
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Q & A 

 
Q  I want to change the aircraft used on an existing charter. How can I do that? 
A:   From the Flight Register screen, locate the row containing the task you want to change and: 
1  Select the aircraft required from the A/C Reg drop-down.  
2  Click ‘Save Changes’ from the Housekeeping drop-down (while the cursor is on the appropriate row). 
3  Check the record has been updated on the Schedule screen - The Flight Number is removed from the 
previous date / aircraft intersection, and transferred to the new position.  
 

Q  How can I change the date of an existing charter? 
A:   From the Flight Register screen, locate the row containing the task you want to change and: 
1   Edit ‘Date Out’ to read the required date.  
2   Delete the ‘Date In’ that appears in the adjacent column (or make it the same as Date Out).*  
3   Click ‘Save Changes’ from the Housekeeping drop-down (with the cursor still on the appropriate row) 
4   Check the record has been updated on the Schedule screen - The Flight Number is removed from the 
previous date / aircraft intersection, and transferred to the new position. 
 *  otherwise then ‘Save Changes’ process will not work.  
 

Q  Why do I get the prompt '!Airports Directory not loaded!' on the Day Plans screen?  
A:   When the logic has finished painting the dayPlans list, it enters the 'Toggle Codes' routine to change the 
ICAO codes (which it picks up from the dayRecs database) into IATA codes (which it gets from its onboard 
agaList). If the agaList is not loaded (eg. because the program couldn't find the aga file on startup) the logic will 
report: '!Airports Directory not loaded!' To correct the problem, make sure your airports file is correctly referenced 
on the SetUp screen. The agaList is loaded automatically when schedule is started.  
 

Q  How can I quickly reserve an aircraft against a date for a customer?  
A:   From the Flight Register, click ‘Write new’ from the Housekeeping drop-down. Choose a Flight Number or 
else Reference to identify the flight and then edit date, aircraft and other fields on the same row as required.  
Finally click ‘Save Changes’ from the Housekeeping drop-down (with the cursor still on the appropriate row) and 
the check the record has been updated to the Schedule calendar screen.That’s it, done. The full data can be 
edited to the record later by double clicking the entry on the Schedule screen.    
 

Q  I have a charter listed on the Flight Register that does not show on the Day Plans screen?  
A:   The charter is probably a ‘quickie’ created on the Flight Register screen (as above). Look under the column 
‘dayRec’ on the Flight Register: If no dayRec reference exists for your flight, that means that the record is not yet 
fully created. Click the blue Edit button to call up the Day Plan dialog, followed by 'OK' to Save. This writes 
sector Flight Numbers plus the dayRec reference to the Flight Register and the charter will now show on Day 
Plans screen.  (The dayPlans screen only lists records which have dayRecs behind them and these must be 
created from the Day Plan Dialog.) 
 

Q  If I change the date of a schedule or the assigned crew, will the respective FTL records be 
updated?  
A:  Yes, provided the date is still today or later (the FTL interface only works in ‘Fwd’ Plan mode). You can effect 
a change of Date can on the Flight Register screen (see above), and change Crew using the Day Plan Edit 
dialog.  
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Notes 1 
 
From the Schedule screen, double-clicking on the row for (eg) 01 Nov 07 and the column for G-
ABCD will display the dayPlan for that aircraft on that day. If no record exists, a dialogue presents 
a list of available Flight Numbers for the user to select from. 
 
Note that Flight Numbers must be in the format: 3 characters followed by 3 numerals, with an 
optional trailing character. 

A single flight number can refer to one flight or several flights. Additionally flight numbers may 
have subscripts included in them (eg JET150P). In this example, data is stored under ‘JET150’ in 
the FlightRegister screen.  
 
A new DayPlan is stored on FlightRegister with the default Status as defined on the SetUp 
screen (eg: ‘booked’) 
 
Each FlightRegister record keeps a summary of dayRec numbers, a plain language description 
of route, the Client name, invoice number and any follow on records. 
 
A dayRec file stores details of all tasks under the relevant date and aircraft combination code eg: 
‘20080601 A6-ABC’ identifies the day record for 1

st
 June 2008 for the aircraft A6-ABC. Each 

dayRec contains details of airports, times, crew etc. 
 
When Schedule is started, the matrix (the calendar grid against which the schedule is presented) 
is checked and automatically expanded to extend beyond the current date to the 'Matrix Forward' 
value defined on the SetUp screen (default = 52 weeks).  
 

Versions & upgrades 
MGAsoftware.com will alert you whenever a substantive revision of your software is 
available for release.  

To implement an upgrade:  
1. Make a safety back up of your existing file using Windows Explorer.  
2  Copy your downloaded or emailed software into your MGA folder  
3  Run the updated software and optionally:  
4  Go to the SetUp screen and click the Import Data button. 
5  At the prompt: ‘Copy in data from filename:’ enter the name of your previous version of 
the software and click Okay.  
The update cycle is automatic. 

Excel 2007 
 
MGA files are issued in Excel 2003 (.xls) format which is unsuitable for Excel 2007. To use in 
Excel 2007, first change the ‘Excel file Spec’ parameter on the SetUp screen and then, save the 
module in the same format  (ie: if file Spec is ‘.xlsb’, save as a Binary Worksheet).   
 

Excel file Spec is selected by drop-down between 3 file formats :- 
Option Description  
.xls     
.xlsm   
.xlsb   

pre-XL 2007 
XL 2007 macro-enabled 
XL2007 binary (+macros) 

 

 
Use in Excel 2007 as either Macro-enabled ‘.xlsm’ files or Binary format ‘.xlsb’ files, but not in the 
native Excel 2007 ‘.xlsx’ format.  
(Note the selected file Spec must be common across all MGA modules).  
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All modules have ‘cross-folder support’ installed to allow linked filenames to be specified using a relative 
or absolute folder spec. (absolute being those beginning 'C:\'). Note that in a network system, relative 
folder protocols will not work reliably   
 

All modules give the Application’s plain language description of any file errors which occur when the 
program attempts to open linked files 

MGA Software has a version number appended to the module name in the form of a two digit number 
(eg: ‘21’ = version 2.1). Your current software version number can be checked on the SetUp screen of 
the module you use. 
 
Any linked files (ie. those used by the module) are accessible from the SetUp screen under the legend 
‘Linked data files.’ Be aware when an updated module is installed, any module linking to it must have its 
‘Linked Files’ entry edited in order to communicate correctly. 

 
Depending on the version of Excel, MGA software may cause error flags to display in certain cells. 
These can be safely disregarded. To switch them off go to Tools > Options, select the Error Checking 
Tab and uncheck ‘Evaluates to Error Value’.  MGA programs work under any version of Microsoft Excel 
from Excel 97 upwards. 

 

 
Disclaimer: Some MGA demonstration modules may be distributed with time-related validities. If the 
validity of your software is time related, MGA Software is not responsible for any consequences arising 
from the use of its software after expiry date. 

 
 
 

If your company has a requirement for specialised software we will be pleased to 
investigate the feasibility of providing a bespoke solution to your specifics.  
If it’s possible for a job to be automated then we can do it! 
 

For all technical queries contact MGA  
Tel: +44 (0) 7791 466201 or email desk@MGAsoftware.com 
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